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Abstract

The entropy-variation of a battery is responsible for heat generation or consumption during operation and its prior
measurement is mandatory for developing a thermal model. It is generally done through the potentiometric method
which is considered as a reference. However, it requires several days or weeks to get a look-up table with a 5 or 10 % SoC
(State of Charge) resolution. In this study, a calorimetric method based on the inversion of a thermal model is proposed
for the fast estimation of a nearly continuous curve of entropy-variation. This is achieved by separating the heats
produced while charging and discharging the battery. The entropy-variation is then deduced from the extracted entropic
heat. The proposed method is validated by comparing the results obtained with several current rates to measurements
made with the potentiometric method.
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1. Introduction

Increasing lifetime of batteries is an important issue
to make electric vehicles more attractive [1]. It can be
achieved through better electrode materials or by slowing
down aging mechanisms. More specifically, the main aging
factor during operation is considered to be the SEI (Solid
Electrolyte Interphase) growth [2, 3]. Because it is acceler-
ated within a hot battery [4, 5], mastering the temperature
during function is paramount [6]. Hence, the battery and
its cooling system have to be sized optimally and a thermal
model is very helpful to achieve this goal [7, 8, 9].

The thermal modeling of batteries has been widely
studied, using methods such as finite element methods
[10, 11, 12], equivalent electric circuit [13, 14, 15] or solv-
ing partial differential equations [16, 17]. Though these
approaches are different, they have a common issue in
modeling the heat sources [18]. Electrical losses, not stud-
ied here, are highly non linear since they depend on the
current, the temperature, the state of charge (SoC) and
the state of health (SoH) [19, 20, 21]. On the contrary,
the entropic heat is easy to model, but the prior mea-
surement of the entropy variation via the classical poten-
tiometric method (presented thereafter) requires very long
tests that are hardly compatible with an industrial context
[22, 23, 24].
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A calorimetric method is presented in this article for
the fast determination of the entropy-variation with a high
resolution [25]. A simple thermal model is used to esti-
mate the heat generation of a battery [16], from which the
entropic heat is deduced. The next part is dedicated to
the theoretical background of the proposed method. The
thermal model used for estimating the heat generation is
presented in a third part, along with its parameter deter-
mination. Finally, the entropy variation of a commercial
LiFePO4/graphite cell is determined thanks to the pro-
posed method. These results are compared with those
obtained thanks to the potentiometric method, which is
considered as the reference.

2. Theoretical background

The entropy variation ∆S is related to the structural
changes of the active materials during operation. The cor-
responding energy variations may result in heat generation
or consumption depending on the SoC and the current
sign. This behavior can be modeled by the Equation (1)
where I is the current, T is the absolute temperature (in
Kelvin), n is the number of exchanged electrons during the
reaction (n = 1 here) and F is the Faraday constant [18].

Q̇∆S = I T
∆S(SoC)

nF
= I T

∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC) (1)

The term ∆S/nF can be replaced by the variation
of the open-circuit voltage (OCV) regarding temperature



∂Uoc/∂T [18]. For more convenience, the latter will also
be called “entropy variation” in this paper.

2.1. Potentiometric method
In the frame of the potentiometric method, the cell to

be characterized is put into a climatic chamber, prepared
at a given SoC and allowed to rest until its OCV is sta-
bilized. Then, a thermal cycle is imposed and the corre-
sponding OCV variation is measured to calculate ∂Uoc/∂T
[22].

The process is repeated at other SoC in order to obtain
a lookup table covering the whole operation range. Each
measurement at a given SoC requires several hours (about
half a day) because of the very long time needed for the
cell to reach its equilibrium after a temperature change.

2.2. Proposed calorimetric method
A calorimetric method is based on the cell heat-generation

study. According to Forgez et al. [8], there are four heat
sources in a battery: electrical losses, entropic heat, heat
generated by side reaction(s) and heat of mixing. Con-
cerning the studied battery, side reactions are mostly aging
reactions that are slow enough for their heat generation to
be neglected. The heat of mixing is negative during the
creation of concentration gradients and is positive when
these gradients disappear (the sum being zero) [18]. Its
contribution is maximal after current changes and is mi-
nor compared to electrical losses [16]. As a consequence,
the heat of mixing is neglected in this method. As a result,
only electrical losses and entropic heat have been consid-
ered in the total heat generation Q̇ (Equation (2)).

Q̇ = I ×∆U(I, T, SoC) + I T
∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC) (2)

∆U is the “overvoltage” and it depends on the current,
the temperature and the SoC. It is due to several phenom-
ena like voltage drop in the electrolyte, charge transfer
and diffusion within the active materials. The latter is
the slowest one and, within a LiFePO4/graphite cell, it is
similar to a limited diffusion that reaches a quasi-steady
state after a few minutes [21]. Consequently, it can be ap-
proximated by an equivalent electrical resistance R which
is defined as the overvoltage divided by the current. It is
written RCh for the charge and RDch for the discharge,
leading to Equations 3. Though electrical losses are al-
ways positive (irreversible heat), the “entropic heat” can
be either positive or negative (reversible heat), depending
on the signs of the current and the entropy variation.

Q̇Ch = I2 ×RCh + |I| TCh
∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC)

Q̇Dch = I2 ×RDch − |I| TDch
∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC)

(3)

The entropy variation can be computed by subtracting
Q̇Dch from Q̇Ch, leading to Equation (4). In this purpose,
they need to be run with the same current rate. Please
note that every term is expressed as a function of the SoC.

∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC) = Q̇Ch − Q̇Dch −

∆Q̇Elec︷ ︸︸ ︷
I2 × (RCh −RDch)

|I| (TCh + TDch) (4)

From Equation (4), it is thus possible to estimate ∂Uoc/∂T
by:

• estimating the heat generations Q̇Ch and Q̇Dch ;

• measuring the temperature TCh and TDch ;

• evaluating the difference between electrical losses in
charge and discharge (called ∆Q̇Elec thereafter).

∆Q̇Elec is not trivial to estimate and thus brings a
major source of uncertainty for ∂Uoc/∂T estimation. The
precision of the proposed method relies on making ∆Q̇Elec

as negligible as possible compared to the entropic heat.
The entropy variation would hence be approximated by
Equation (5).

∂Uoc

∂T
(SoC) ≈ Q̇Ch(SoC)− Q̇Dch(SoC)

|I| (TCh(SoC) + TDch(SoC)) (5)

A first mean to reduce ∆Q̇Elec is to increase the tem-
perature of the cell T . Thus, the electrical losses decreases,
making the entropic heat more significant in the total heat
generation. Besides, the entropic heat slightly increases in
these conditions.

A second mean to reduce ∆Q̇Elec is to decrease the
current I. As a matter of fact, the entropic heat decreases
in proportion to the current and electrical losses in pro-
portion to the square of the current (see Equation (3)).
Nevertheless, the cell must generate a minimum of heat to
ensure its accurate estimation. Three current rates have
been used in the application part and their results will be
compared.

The generated heats Q̇Ch and Q̇Dch are estimated thanks
to a thermal model. The latter and its parameters deter-
minations are presented in the following part.

3. Heat generation estimation

3.1. Thermal model presentation
A thermal model is usually used for predicting a tem-

perature evolution. It can also be inverted to estimate the
generated heat if the external conditions and the temper-
ature evolution are known.

In this study, the cell temperature is assumed to be
homogeneous during operation. Hence, it can be measured
on its surface. Besides, a one-node thermal model can be
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used (Figure 1). The latter has two parameters: one heat
capacity Cth and one thermal resistance Rth toward the
cell environment. One equivalent current source represents
the heat sources Q̇ and an equivalent voltage source is used
for the external temperature Text.
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𝑄  
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Figure 1: Thermal model of the isothermal cell

The state equation corresponding to this model can be
obtained thanks to Kirchhoff’s laws (Equation (6)) where
T is the temperature of the cell. Before using it to estimate
Q̇Ch and Q̇Dch, the heat capacity Cth and the equivalent
thermal resistance Rth values have to be determined.

Q̇ = Cth
dT

dt
+ T − Text

Rth
(6)

The thermal resistance Rth is obtained thanks to the
test used for the entropy variation estimation. Its deter-
mination will be presented in the section 4.

3.2. Heat capacity determination
As for the heat capacity Cth, it has been measured

using the setup shown on Figure 2. The cell was connected
to a Digatron (BTS-600) that can generate and measure
current or voltage with a precision of 0.1% of the full scale
(± 100 A with ± 20 V on each of the five circuits). It
was packed with insulating materials. As for the upper
face, it was covered with glass wool to match the terminals
shapes. The five others faces were covered with plates of
polyurethane foam. Because power wires are an important
cause for thermal leakages [21], they have been wrapped
in tubes of rubber foam. A thermocouple has been put at
the center of the largest face of the cell (type T, with an
absolute precision of ± 1 °C).

A ± 1C square current with a period T of 20 s has been
applied to the cell in order to create a heat generation step
(a 1C current fully discharges the battery in 1 h). The
20-second-long period has been chosen because it is very
small compared to the thermal time constant of the cell
(being the product of Cth and Rth). Thus, the average
heat generation Q̇avg can be used in a calculus instead
of the instantaneous heat generation. Besides, the Q̇avg

measurement is simple and accurate in these conditions.
The SoC and the OCV remain constant and, as the mean
current is equal to zero, the mean reversible heat is also
equal to zero. Thus, only electrical losses contribute to the

Figure 2: Experimental setup for heat capacity and
entropy-variation determination. The cell is covered with insulated

material and put within a climate chamber.

cell heating. They can be measured according to Equation
(7) by:

• measuring the OCV Uoc before beginning the test
(the cell being at the equilibrium) ;

• measuring the current Icell and the cell voltage Ucell

during the test.

Q̇avg(t) = 1
T

∫ t+T/2

t−T/2
Icell (Ucell − Uoc) (7)

At the beginning of the test, the cell is considered to
be in adiabatic conditions and to receive a heat generation
step. Consequently, its temperature T increases as a ramp
(Figure 3) and the heat capacity can be determined thanks
to Equation (8).

Cth = Q̇avg

dT/dt
= 1185 J.K−1 (8)

4. Application on a commercial cell

4.1. Experimental protocol
The cell has been insulated as for the heat capacity de-

termination. The aim of this experimental setup is to min-
imize the cell cooling, so it can be assumed to be isother-
mal. It has been put in a climatic chamber at 40°C and:
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Figure 3: Test for heat capacity determination. Thermal response
to a ± 1C square current with a period T of 20 s.

• fully charged by the CCCV method ;

• rested until it reached the thermal equilibrium ;

• fully discharged and rest for several hours ;

• fully charged with the same current and rest for sev-
eral hours.

Between each step, the cell has been kept in open cir-
cuit until its temperature reaches the chamber tempera-
ture (±1°C). This keeps it from overheating and it allows
the accurate determination of Rth.

4.2. Thermal resistance determination
The temperature evolution of the cell and the corre-

sponding heat generation have been reported on Figure 4
for the 0.75C test. Whereas the climatic chamber temper-
ature had been set to 40°C, the equilibrium temperature
of the cell was 37°C. This is due to the power wires, which
create a thermal link with the ambient temperature of the
test room (being 20°C). In order to keep the thermal model
and its parameter determination as simple as possible, the
external temperature Text in Equation (6) is replaced by
the equilibrium temperature Teq (Equation (9)).

Q̇ = Cth
dT

dt
+ T − Teq

Rth
(9)

By doing so, the model still has only one equivalent
thermal resistance Rth. Its value has been found to be
7.67K.W −1 thanks to an optimization algorithm run dur-
ing the first cooling phase.

4.3. Heat generation estimation
All the parameters of the thermal model being deter-

mined, the heat generation reproduced on Figure 4 can
be estimated through Equation (9). T and Teq were mea-
sured and the derivative dT/dt was estimated by a linear
regression, carried on a time interval of 300s centered on
the calculation points.

Charge Rest 

Determination of 𝑅𝑡ℎ 

Discharge Rest 

Figure 4: Thermal response and measured heat generation for
0.75C dicharge and charge.

A “noise” on the heat generation estimation can be ob-
served during the rest phases. It is relatively low compared
with the generated heat (about 0.1W ) thanks to the long
time range used for estimating the derivative of T . How-
ever, the quasi-instantaneous heat-generation drops at the
charge and discharge ends are smoothed.

4.4. Results and discussions
During the charge and the discharge, large variations

of the heat generation can be observed (from −0.5W to
5W ). These variations are mostly caused by the entropic
heat. This has been highlighted by plotting the heats es-
timated thanks to Equation (9) in charge (orange square
marks) and discharge (red circle marks) as functions of
the SoC (Figure 5). By doing so, both electrical losses
(green downward-pointing triangle marks) and entropic
heat (blue upward-pointing triangle marks) appear (see
Equations 3).

Figure 5: Heat generation in charge and discharge, entropic heat
and electrical losses (0.75C test).
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The estimated heat generations are consistent, except
below 5 % SoC and above 95 % SoC. They are biased
in these SoC ranges, because the T derivative calculus
smooths their quick variations. Between 5% and 95%,
the computed electrical losses are nearly constant (about
2.5W ) and the extracted entropic heat Q̇dS shape is typical
of a LiFePO4/graphite cell [24, 25]. The corresponding en-
tropy variation has been reported on Figure 6, along with
the results obtained via C/2 and 1C tests. Some points
of ∂Uoc/∂T have been measured using the potentiometric
method and added to the Figure 6.

Areas with errors due to 
𝑇 derivative calculus 

Figure 6: Entropy variation of a commercial LiFePO4/graphite cell,
obtained with the proposed method for three different current rates

and obtained using the classical potentiometric method.

The three current rates lead to close entropy-variation
curves. Moreover, the latters are consistent with the val-
ues obtained thanks to the potentiometric method. This
confirms that neglecting ∆Q̇Elec is reasonable. In this
view, results obtained through C/2 charge and discharge
are bound to be the most precise because the electrical
losses are at their lowest compared to entropic heat.

5. Conclusion

The proposed calorimetric method allows a fast and
precise determination of a battery entropy-variation as
function of its state of charge. The experiment needed
only takes a few hours and the corresponding low-cost ex-
perimental setup can also be used for the heat capacity
measurement (the latter being needed in the experimental
protocol). A minimal knowledge is required on the cell to
be characterized: there is no need to determine neither its
OCV curve nor its electrical properties. Thus, this method
is well adapted for industries and laboratories. Moreover,
the results are nearly continuous where the classical poten-
tiometric method can only give discrete values after several
days or week of tests.

This work has been validated with an LiFePO4/graphite
battery, but it is also usable for aged batteries or for any

other technology as long as electrical losses and entropic
heat are the main heat sources and if the difference be-
tween electrical losses in charge and discharge can be ne-
glected. This second hypothesis may be verified by com-
paring results obtained with different current rates.

The heat generation estimation obtained by inverting
a simple thermal model gives good results on an isolated
cell hence avoiding the use of a calorimeter. It could be
further improved by using a temperature sensor having a
better resolution. In this paper, the 0.1 °C resolution of
the sensor implied the use of a large time interval for the
temperature derivative estimation (to reject the noise due
to the “stair effect”). A better resolution of the sensor
would allow a narrower time interval for the derivative
calculus and, consequently, it would bring more detailed
entropy-variations curves.
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